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Abstract   The paper discusses the problems related to cast iron brake rotors in the context of their hardness, which is 
one of the fundamental mechanical properties of these components. This property fundamentally determines 
the resistance to the wear processes occurring at the contact of the working surface of the rotor with the brake 
pad. In order to ensure a proper braking process, the manufacturer must appropriately select the friction pair 
in terms of the hardness of the mating components and guarantee the constant hardness of each and every 
manufactured brake rotor. The research presented in the paper was conducted on a selected group of brake 
rotors. The average hardness of the investigated group of a given type and given manufacturer was ascertained 
by calculating the spread of the hardness results and checking whether the differences (and what type of 
differences) occur for newly manufactured and retailed rotors.
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Streszczenie   W artykule poruszono problematykę związaną z żeliwnymi tarczami hamulcowymi w kontekście jednej 
z podstawowych właściwości mechanicznych tych elementów, tj. twardości. Właściwością ta w sposób za-
sadniczy determinuje odporność na procesy zużyciowe zachodzące na styku powierzchnia robocza tarczy 
hamulcowej a powierzchnia okładziny klocka hamulcowego. Biorąc pod uwagę właściwy przebieg procesu 
hamowania, ważny jest odpowiedni dobór pary ciernej w kontekście twardości, ale także utrzymanie stałej 
twardości każdej z wyprodukowanych przez producenta tarcz. Przedstawione w artykule badania prowadzo-
no na wybranej grupie tarcz hamulcowych, ustalając średnią twardość badanej grupy tarcz hamulcowych 
określonego rodzaju i producenta, obliczając rozrzut wyników twardości oraz sprawdzając, czy i jakie różni-
ce w twardości tarcz hamulcowych występują dla tarcz bezpośrednio po wyprodukowaniu i przekazaniu do 
sprzedaży. 

INTRODUCTION

One of the basic vehicle subcomponents decisive of its 
safety is the brake system. It is expected to ensure the 
shortest possible braking distance, while maintaining the 
stability of the entire vehicle, which will guarantee the 
braking efficiency on a constant level even under varied 
external conditions [L.  1].

In order to ensure proper cooperation of the rotor 
working surface with the brake pad, the rotors, at the 
stage of production, undergo fine turning or grinding 
[L. 2–5]. This is performed to develop appropriate the 
outer surface of the rotor that influences the value of 

the friction force, the wear of the friction pair, and the 
rotor run-in. This eventually translates into disc brake 
efficiency. 

Materials used for the friction components should 
be characterized by the following [L.  5, 6]:
• The proper coefficient of friction µ under different 

conditions (in practice µ =  0.3–0.4 is recommended);
• A high resistance to wear processes under 

predictable operating conditions;
• A high stability under different temperatures, and 

a high resistance to thermal shocks and high heat 
conductance; 

• High mechanical strength;
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• Little susceptibility to seizure of sliding pairs and 
easiness to run in;

• Little hygroscopy and wettability; and,
• The simplicity of production and a high technology 

level.
In the working part of a rotor, vents are bored or 

incisions are made. For example, Hawk Performance, 
a brake rotor manufacturer has patented a unique pattern 
of incisions on the working part of the rotor (Quiet 
Slot™) designed to increase the efficiency of the brake 
system, improve the self-cleaning efficiency and driving 
comfort (reduced noise during cold braking) [L. 2]. 
In order to protect the entire rotor against corrosion, 
including the working surface, this manufacturer also 
applies a patented layer of zinc and aluminium [L. 2]. 
It appears that an interesting solution alternative to 
paint coating with conventional methods (heat resistant 
paints) is the solution proposed by Brembo. It applies 
a protective water-based UV bonded layer on the surface 
of the brake rotor. Such layers are a great alternative 
to epoxy resins or zinc layers in terms of emissions 
of organic volatile compounds [L. 7]. It needs to be 
mentioned that laser texturing is also applied on both the 
working surface of the brake rotors and also on clutch 
discs to improve the resistance to tribological wear and 
increase the coefficient of friction [L.  8].

Aside from protection against corrosive wear, an 
important property of brake rotors is their hardness, 
which has an impact on the wear of their working 
surface. Following [L.  9, 10] presenting the relation 
of the mass loss and the ratio of the abradant to the 
material hardness (relative hardness), for uniform 
materials, a significant change of the wear occurs in 
the range of relative hardness values of  1.0–1.2, and, 
for non-uniform materials, the change takes place in 
a wider range of relative values. Another commonly 
known relation is the directly proportional influence of 
the hardness on the wear resistance of various materials, 
where the resistance to friction wear grows with the 
increase in the hardness [L. 11].  

At the chair of Machines and Road Transport of 
Poznan University of Technology works are currently 
underway on the improvement of the resistance to 
corrosive wear of brake rotors through nitriding. The 
research presented in the paper is a part of preliminary 
research and aims at ascertaining possible differences in 
the hardness and its potential spread of randomly cast 
iron ventilated rotors made by a given manufacturer.  

At a later time, the research will serve to evaluate 
the changes (Brinell method) in the hardness of the 
rotors after nitriding compared with the rotors that were 
not subject to this process.

RESEARCH  METHODOLOGY 

The research was performed on brake rotors made by 
a Polish manufacturer. The manufacturer’s technical 
infrastructure allows the production of units of the size of 
up to 600x600x500 mm and reaching high workmanship 
tolerance (as provided by the manufacturer) including 
the following [L. 3]:
• Tolerance of the bore size – 0.01 mm,
• Tolerance of the bore location – 0.05 mm,
• Tolerance of the flatness of surface– 0.05 mm,
• Roughness characterized by the Ra parameter on 

the working surface of the rotor (Ra=0.25 μm), and
• Radial runout – 0.01 mm.

The research objects were cast iron ventilated brake 
rotors fitted in passenger vehicles. 11 units were tested. 
The investigated rotors were internally ventilated, in 
which case the rotor is uniform with its hub. The discs 
can be fitted in Opel Astra II and Opel Zafira. The 
dimensions and view of the rotors have been presented 
in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Drawing of a single brake rotor with its basic 
geometrical dimensions and its minimum expected 
thickness during its service life (in Th min figure) 
[L. 3]

Rys. 1. Rysunek pojedynczej tarczy hamulcowej z podstawo-
wymi wymiarami geometrycznymi oraz przewidy-
waną minimalną grubością w czasie eksploatacji (na 
rysunku Th min) [L. 3]

In the first place, for each of the investigated 
objects, an organoleptic inspection of their general 
condition was carried out seeking possible flaws in the 
rotor workmanship visible to the naked eye (cracks, 
misruns, cast discontinuation, etc.). 

In order to eliminate the potential impact of the 
surface hardening during turning while preparing the 
surface with a simultaneous lack of the influence of 
the surface roughness on the hardness results, each 
of the rotors was grinded at one of a predefined spots 
of the hub (Fig. 2b). The grinding removed approx. 
4 mm of material. At the predefined spot, surface 2D 
stereometric measurements were performed, utilizing 
a contact profilographometer. The fashion in which the 
measurements were carried out is presented in Fig. 2. 
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a)                                                           b)

Fig. 2. The location of the profilograms made at the site 
of the hardness measurements (a) and the view of 
the fragment of the brake rotor No. 1 at the site 
prepared for hardness measurements (b)

Rys. 2. Położenie profilogamów wykonanych w miejscu 
przeprowadzenia pomiarów twardości (a) oraz widok 
fragmentu tarczy hamulcowej nr 1 w miejscu przygo-
towanym do pomiarów twardości (b)

The measurements were performed to make 
sure that there were no differences in roughness at the 
measurement spots that might have an impact on the 
results of the hardness measurements.  

The direction of the profilograms was perpendicular 
to the scratches developed after grinding of the fragment 
of the hub surface (Fig. 2a). The measurements of the 
geometrical structure were carried out according to the 
PN- EN ISO 4288 standard.

For the measurements of the 2D surface 
stereometry (geometrical structure of the surface), 
a contact profilometer was utilized equipped with heads 
with an induction converter and the SUFORM software 
by SAJD METROLOGIA allowing measurements and 
analyses of surface roughness and linearity deviations. 
The measurements were performed using a measurement 
arm ending with a diamond contact (no slider) in the 
shape of a pyramid of a rounded tip. The measurement 
head can move in two perpendicular axes, and the table 
on which the sample is located can move in a horizontal 
plane. The vertical motion range of the induction head 
during the measurements was ± 200 μm. The motion of 
the measurement needle allows making a profilogram 
of the maximum length of 100 mm. The applied moving 
speed of the measurement tip during the measurements 
was 0.1 mm/s (the device capacity is 0.01 mm/s to 
1 mm/s). The measurements were carried out establishing 
an elementary distance λc = 0.8 mm, where, adequately, 
the measurement distance Ln was 4 mm. In the roughness 
analysis, a cut-off filtration was applied. 

The obtained profiles served to determine the Ra 
parameter (arithmetic average of the ordinates of the 
roughness profile). In the measurement spots prepared 
in this way, the hardness was measured with the Brinell 
method, for which a steel ball was used of the diameter 
of D = 2.5 mm and a force of 1839 N acting on the 
indenter were applied for 8 seconds. On each of the brake 
rotors, six hardness measurements were performed. The 

measurements were performed with a Rockwell – Brinell 
KP 15002 P. The measurements were carried out according 
to the PN – EN ISO 6506-1 standard. The diameters of the 
indents were measured using a workshop microscope. The 
results of the measurements were collected in tables and 
average values were calculated for each rotor separately, 
ascertaining the spreads of the results for the average value 
on the significance level of 0.1. 

RESULTS  AND  ANALYSIS

Within the assessment of the surface condition at the 
spots where the hardness measurements were planned, 
a visual method (VT) of the rotor conditions was 
applied. General and macroscopic images were taken 
of the investigated objects. The analysis of the collected 
images of the investigated rotors confirmed no casting 
flaws as seen to the naked eye or with a magnifying glass 
(3x augmentation). Flaws may become visible during 
fine processing of the brake rotor.  No shrinkages, reams, 
or gas porosities were observed (Fig. 3) (the author 
sought flaws classified in the PN-85/H-83105 standard).

On surfaces designated for the Brinell method 
measurements, only traces of fine turning were observed.

  

Fig. 3. Exemplary surfaces of the brake rotors tested: 
(a) Brake disk hub face 11 on the convex side, 
and (b) Brake disk hub surface 7 on the convex 
side, where founding defects may appear on the 
surface (visible rolling marks after the production 
process). (3x approx.)

Rys. 3.  Przykładowe powierzchnie badanych tarcz hamulco-
wych: (a) powierzchnia czołowa piasty tarczy hamul-
cowej nr 11 od strony wypukłej oraz (b) powierzch-
nia boczna piasty tarczy hamulcowej nr 7 od strony 
wypukłej, gdzie mogłyby wystąpić wady odlewnicze 
widoczne na powierzchni (widoczne ślady toczenia 
po procesie produkcyjnym). (pow. około 3x)

b)

a)
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The performed grinding allowed an obtainment of 
uniform surface porosity on individual research objects, 
which ensured the avoidance of the impact of different 
surface conditions on the hardness measurements. 
The results of the performed measurements and the 
average values of the investigated roughness as well 
as their spread for individual investigated rotors have 
been presented in Fig. 4. Based on the graph, one 
may conclude that the Ra parameter of the individual 
spots, at which the measurements were planned, is the 
same. Therefore, one may assume that the difference 
in the roughness will not impact the results of the 
measurements. The average value of the investigated Ra 
parameter for all brake rotors was 1.3±0.1 μm. For two 
brake rotors (Rotor 1 and Rotor 8), however, a greater 
spread of the investigated parameter was observed, 
despite the process of turning with the same technique. 
The spread in these cases was even 0.8 μm while, for 
the outstanding cases, it remained on the level of 0.3 μm 
(Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4. Defined mean values of the Ra parameter for the 
individual brake rotors tested together with the 
calculated mean value of the parameter taking into 
account all tested objects. Confidence intervals 
were established for mean values on significance 
level 0.1

Rys. 4.  Ustalone wartości średnie parametru Ra dla poszcze-
gólnych badanych tarcz hamulcowych wraz z obli-
czoną wartością średnią parametru uwzględniającą 
wszystkie badane obiekty. Przedziały ufności ustalo-
no dla wartości średniej na poziomie istotności 0,1 

One could presume, in this case, an occurrence of 
non-uniformities in the material having contact with the 
surface, which were not identified through macroscopic 
observations. 

On the prepared surface, the Brinell method 
measurements were performed. The measurements 
were carried out on the front surface of the rotor hub 
on its convex side, between the fixing bores (Fig. 2b). 
The results of the performed measurements with the 
calculated average results and their spreads for each of 
the 11 brake rotors are presented in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. Determined mean values of Brinell hardness for 
individual brake discs tested and calculated by 
the mean hardness value for all examined objects. 
Confidence intervals were established for mean 
values on significance level 0.1

Rys. 5. Ustalone wartości średnie twardości Brinella dla po-
szczególnych badanych tarcz hamulcowych oraz 
obliczona wartość średnia twardości dla wszystkich 
badanych obiektów. Przedziały ufności ustalono dla 
wartości średniej na poziomi istotności 0,1

The collected results of the measurements clearly 
indicate differences in the hardness among individual 
brake rotors measured with the Brinell method. The 
spread of the hardness results oscillated around 6 to 
23 HB 2.5/187.5/8. The results of the measurements 
indicate that the difference in the average hardness 
between the softest (Rotor 1) and the hardest (Rotor 3) 
brake rotor amounts to 38 HB 2.5/187.5/8. One should 
consider whether almost 40 HB units of difference could 
have an impact on the durability of the brake rotor. 

In such a case, the average hardness of the selected 
group is 328±4 HB 2.5/187.5/8. It appears that, for the 
manufacturer to maintain the conditions of no difference 
in hardness among individual brake rotors, he should 
continuously carry out their screening. Hardness, as 
is commonly known, may have a significant impact 
on the resistance to the wear process. The collected 
measurement results led to a conclusion that the 
hardness of the investigated objects was, on average, 
HBśr_w=321±4 2.5/187.5/8. 

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the performed investigations, the following 
conclusions and observations can be formulated:
• The surfaces of the investigated brake rotors, after 

the preparation for the measurements of hardness, 
did not differ in roughness defined by the Ra 
parameter that for all investigated surfaces, on 
average, this amounted to l .3 ±0. l μm.

• The investigated brake rotors made by a single 
manufacturer differed in their hardness, as measured 
by the Brinell method,
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• Out of the investigated group of 11 rotors, one could 
identify 8 rotors that did not differ in their hardness. 
The hardness of these rotors amounted to 328 ±4 
HB 2.5/187.5/8. 

• The average value of hardness for all investigated 
brake rotors amounted to HB= 321 ±4, 
HB 2.5/187.5/8.
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• Differences in the hardness among individual rotors 
may result in differences in their resistance to wear 
(durability).

• Differences in the hardness among individual 
brake rotors and the differences in the spread of the 
hardness of the same may confirm a wide tolerance 
of the manufactured product. 


